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Guiche, who testified to me his disapprobation. Villeroy con*
founded, Villars raging, EiEat rolling his eyes, Estr^es beside
himself with surprise, were the most marked. Tallard, with his
head stretched forward, sucked in, so to speak, all the Regent's
words as they were proffered, and those of the declaration, as
the Keeper of the Seals read them. Noailles, inwardly dis-
tracted, could not hide his distraction ; Huxelles, entirely occu-
pied in smoothing himself forgot to frown. I divided my
attention between the declaration and these persons.
The document read, M. le Due d'Orl^ans praised it in two
words, and called upon the Keeper of the Seals to give his-
opinion. He did so briefly, in favour of the Comte de Toulouse.
M. le Due the same; M. le Prince de Conti the same. After
him, I testified to His Royal Highness my joy at seeing him con-
ciliate the justice and the safety of the Peers with the unheard-
of favour he had just rendered to the virtue of M. le Comte de
Toulouse, who merited it by his moderation, his truthfulness,
his attachment to the State ; thus the more he had recognised
the injustice of his elevation to the rank to which he was raised,
the more he had rendered himself worthy of it, and the more
it was advantageous to the Peers to yield to merit, (when this
exception was confined solely to his person, with formal and
legal precautions, so abundantly supplied by the Declaration)
and voluntarily contribute thus to an. elevation without ex-
ample, (so much the more flattering because its only foundation
was virtue), so as to incite that virtue more and more to the
service and utility of the state; that I declared therefore with
joy for the Declaration, and did not fear to add the very humble
thanks of the Peers, since I had the honour to be the oldest
present.
As I closed my mouth I cast my eyes in front of some, and
plainly saw that my applause did not please, and, perhaps, my
thanks still less. The others gave their opinion with heavy
heart, as it were, to so terrible a blow, some few muttered I
know not what between their teeth, but the thunderbolt upon
the Due du Maine's cabal was more and more felt, and as re-
flection succeeded to the first feeling of surprise, so a bitter and

